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3.5 VISUAL RESOURCES AND AESTHETICS 

This section describes the aesthetics setting, visual resources and relevant regulatory framework. Within this 

context, potential effects on views, visual character, and in relation to light and glare are assessed. 

3.5.1 Regulatory Framework 

There are no applicable Federal standards that relate to visual resources or aesthetics. 

3.5.2 Affected Environment 

Views and Visual Character 

The VA Transfer Parcel is located at the west end of Alameda Island and is bordered by the Oakland Inner Harbor 

and the Port of Oakland to the north, San Francisco Bay to the west and south, and the City of Alameda to the east. 

The topography is flat, and bordered by urban and industrial land uses and open water of the San Francisco Bay.  

The VA Transfer Parcel consists primarily of former Navy (now abandoned) runways and taxiways that do not 

include any substantial vertical elements. Throughout the site there are views of the surrounding Bay Area and the 

San Francisco skyline (see Figure 3.5-1A). Heavy-industrial uses associated with the Port of Oakland including 

large shipping cranes are visible across the Oakland Inner Harbor north of Alameda Point. Other industrial and 

urban development is also immediately visible. The downtown Oakland skyline is noticeable farther to the 

northeast (see Figure 3.5-1B). The East Bay Hills are seen to the northeast and east.  

View Aesthetics 

Views are considered sensitive when they have high scenic quality and are experienced by relatively large 

numbers of people (i.e., views from publically accessible areas). Scenic quality is a measure of the overall 

impression or appeal of an area created by the physical features of the landscape, such as natural features 

(landforms, vegetation, water, color, adjacent scenery, and scarcity) and human-made features (roads, buildings, 

railroads, and agricultural patterns). 

Views Outward from the VA Transfer Parcel  

The VA Transfer Parcel is primarily a flat open area and does not contain vertical structures (see Figure 3.5-2A). 

Depending on weather and air quality conditions (e.g., fog, smog), views outward from the VA Parcel Transfer 

extend in all directions. Unobstructed views are available from the edge of most shoreline locations along the 

perimeter of the VA Transfer Parcel. Important regional features viewed from the area include San Francisco Bay 

(to the west and south), Downtown San Francisco (to the west), the San Francisco Bay Bridge (to the northwest), 

and Mt. Tamalpais (far to the northwest). Views of the Oakland Inner Harbor are available from the edge of the 

northern portion of the VA Transfer Parcel. The Port of Oakland and the former Fleet Industrial Supply Center 

Oakland, both industrial lands, occupy an area along the north shore of the Inner Harbor, directly opposite the VA 

Transfer Parcel. These facilities provide an industrial waterfront character that includes docking facilities for large 

oceangoing cargo vessels and large, mechanized loading and unloading cranes. There are expansive storage areas 

for cargo containers, numerous warehouses, and several rail lines in this area. Short- and mid-range views to the 

east include a row of former hangars (see Figure 3.5-2B) that are now a part of the NAS Alameda Historic 
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A: View to the Northwest of San Francisco Skyline and San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge from the VA Transfer Parcel 

 
B: View to the Northeast of Port of Oakland Facilities, Oakland Skyline, and East Bay Hills from the VA Transfer Parcel 

Figure 3.5-1: Representative Views from the VA Transfer Parcel 
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A: View to the East of the Former NAS Alameda Runway from within the VA Transfer Parcel 

 
B: View to the East of Former NAS Alameda Hangars from within the VA Transfer Parcel 

Figure 3.5-2: Representative On-Site Views of the VA Transfer Parcel 
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District, while long-range views include portions of the East Bay Hills. The East Bay Hills provide a visual 

backdrop to the urban foreground depicting former military uses. 

Outward views might be considered sensitive. Currently the VA Transfer Parcel is not publically accessible; 

hence these outward views are not available to the public.  

Views into the VA Transfer Parcel  

Publically accessible views of the VA Transfer Parcel and VA Development Area are found between the former 

NAS Alameda hangars east of the VA Transfer Parcel (see Figure 3.5-3 Point B and Figure 3.5-4 B), and from 

Middle Harbor Shoreline Park across the Oakland Estuary in the City of Oakland to the north (see Figure 3.5-3, 

Points A and C, and Figures 3.5-4A and 3.5-4C for views from ground level as well as the top tower platform at 

the Middle Harbor Shoreline Park). Publically accessible views are also available from more distant land points 

such as the Oakland Ferry Terminal; elevated locations (i.e., hills or tall buildings) in Oakland; and from a portion 

of Yerba Buena Island, across which the San Francisco Bay Bridge traverses halfway between San Francisco and 

Oakland. 

In addition, boats passing through the Oakland Estuary, including the San Francisco–Alameda Ferry, and cars 

traveling eastward on the San Francisco Bay Bridge or along Interstate 880 have passing views of the VA 

Transfer Parcel and VA Development Area. Specifically, the San Francisco–Alameda Ferry traverses the Oakland 

Estuary and San Francisco Bay, adjacent to and with views for approximately 3–5 minutes of the proposed VA 

Development Area, which would not be along the shorelines but rather set back farther inland. See Figure 3.5-3, 

Points D–I, and Figures 3.5-4D through 3.5-4I, for views of the proposed VA Development Area from the top 

platform of a ferry that is en route from San Francisco to Alameda. 

Views into the VA Transfer Parcel from the San Francisco Bay Bridge, San Francisco, the East Bay Hills, and 

any other publically accessible locations would not be considered sensitive, because these views are only distantly 

visible consisting primarily of abandoned runways and deteriorated outbuildings with low scenic quality.  

Views to the southeast of the VA Transfer Parcel and VA Development Area from Middle Harbor Shoreline Park 

include open fields characterized by bunkers interspersed among grassy areas (see Figure 3.5-4A). Views to the 

northwest of the VA Transfer Parcel and VA Development Area from the former NAS Alameda hangars include 

flat open areas and do not contain vertical structures (see Figure 3.5-4B). This view is characterized by the former 

NAS Alameda airfield, which contains abandoned runways interspersed with grassy areas. The Port of Oakland 

cranes, the San Francisco Bay Bridge, and Yerba Buena Island provide a visual backdrop to the primarily flat 

foreground, which is the developed former airfield. 

Light and Glare 

VA Transfer Parcel  

The VA Transfer Parcel consists of large expanses of abandoned runways and few small support buildings that 

were used when the site functioned as the airfield for NAS Alameda. No nighttime lighting or daytime glare emits 

from these sources. 
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Source: Compiled by AECOM in 2012 and 2013 

 

Figure 3.5-3: Photograph Viewpoints from Publically Accessible Locations 
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A: View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from Middle Harbor Shoreline Park in Oakland 

 

 
B: View to the Northwest toward the VA Development Area from between Former NAS Alameda Hangars 

Figure 3.5-4: Publically Accessible Views of the VA Development Area  
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C: View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top tower platform at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park 

 

 
D: View to the East toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

Figure 3.5-4 (cont): Publically Accessible Views of the VA Development Area 
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E: View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

 
F: View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

Figure 3.5-4 (cont): Publically Accessible Views of the VA Development Area 
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G: View to the South toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

 
H: View to the Southwest toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

Figure 3.5-4 (cont): Publically Accessible Views of the VA Development Area 
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I: View to the West toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

Figure 3.5-4 (cont): Publically Accessible Views of the VA Development Area 

 

The VA Transfer Parcel is located within viewing distance of surrounding urban areas such as the more developed 

eastern portion of Alameda Island, industrialized areas of West Oakland, the San Francisco waterfront and hills, 

and the San Francisco Bay Bridge. Limited nighttime light spillage from these sources does reach the VA 

Transfer Parcel. Light-sensitive receptors also may include wildlife. An existing colony of the CLT, a bird species 

that is Federally and State listed as endangered, is located on the VA Transfer Parcel 1,430–1,766 feet south of 

the VA Development Area. See Section 3.1 (Biological Resources) for a complete discussion of how light may 

affect the existing CLT colony. 

The VA Transfer Parcel does not contain buildings with reflective materials or windows, and is therefore not a 

substantial source of glare. No glare-sensitive receptors are located near the VA Transfer Parcel. 

3.5.3 Environmental Consequences 

Assessment Methods 

This section describes the visual impacts of the EA Alternatives and the area surrounding the VA Transfer Parcel. 

Several variables affect the degree of visibility, visual contrast, and ultimately project impacts: the scale and size 

of facilities, viewer types and activities, distance and viewing angle, and the influences of adjacent scenery or land 

uses. Viewer response and sensitivity vary depending on viewer perceptions and expectations. Viewer sensitivity 

is distinguished among various project viewers depending upon identified scenic corridors and types of use such 

as recreational, residential, office, and industrial areas. Recreational areas and scenic corridors are considered to 
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have relatively high sensitivity, residential areas have moderate sensitivity, and office and industrial areas 

typically have low sensitivity. 

As part of this analysis, various areas in the City of Alameda and City of Oakland were screened as potential view 

locations. These areas were screened based on whether the VA Transfer Parcel is visible from those locations, and 

the degree to which viewers would be sensitive to proposed physical changes at the VA Transfer Parcel during 

construction and operation of the proposed VA facilities. 

A set of locations constituting a representative cross section of views experienced by typical observers was 

chosen for the analysis. Views from these locations were photographed and are included in this EA to illustrate 

existing conditions and to facilitate determination of project impacts. Conceptual design drawings and 

information about height and massing of the proposed project were used in conjunction with the photographs to 

identify whether and when construction and operation of the proposed VA facilities would result in a potential 

visual impact. 

Alternative 1 

Construction 

Visual Character 

Alternative 1 would involve construction of the VHA OPC, VBA Outreach Office, Conservation Management 

Office, NCA Cemetery, an off-site utility/road corridor, and associated infrastructure within the VA Development 

Area. No development would occur within the remaining VA Transfer Area. Construction staging areas would be 

established within the VA Development Area and large construction equipment and vehicles would be present 

during construction activities.  

Because the VA Development Area would still be restricted from public access during construction, the 

construction staging areas would not need to be screened. The construction contractor would implement 

management measures to screen construction staging areas during construction of the subsequent cemetery 

expansion phases, thus limiting the frequency and prominence of views of construction equipment, vehicles, and 

materials. Therefore, this construction-related impact of Alternative 1 related to visual character would not be 

significant. 

Light 

Construction activity under all phases of Alternative 1 would take place during daytime hours; therefore, no 

construction equipment lighting would be needed. Some low-level security lighting would be required in 

construction staging areas, which would have a small effect on the area’s ambient light levels. However, the 

construction contractor would use lighting features that would be shielded and directed downward, as required by 

management practices to minimize light spillover to neighboring undeveloped land on the VA Transfer Parcel. 

Therefore, this construction-related impact of Alternative 1 related to light would not be significant. 
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Operation 

Visual Character 

Under Alternative 1, VA would operate the VHA OPC, VBA Outreach Office, Conservation Management Office, 

the first 18 acres of the NCA Cemetery, and associated infrastructure. The OPC building (158,000 gsf) would be 

two stories tall and the majority of the building would be less than 40 feet tall. Only a small portion of the 

building may extend up to 54 feet tall to allow for mechanical equipment or a roof element at the building 

entrance; however, no more than 25% of the total roof area would exceed 40 feet in height. Materials used for the 

VHA OPC building would include concrete masonry units, glass fiber reinforced concrete, metal panels, precast 

concrete, and cement plaster. A parking area with 632 parking spaces would be located adjacent to the OPC 

building. The Conservation Management Office building (2,500 gsf) would be a one-story structure with a 

maximum height of 25 feet; this building would have a small adjacent parking area with up to 10 parking spaces. 

The proposed NCA Cemetery would consist of several wall-like structures (columbarium walls) with niches to 

house cinerary urns containing cremated remains, up to three committal service shelters for interment or memorial 

services, and a staging area for vehicles in a funeral procession (known as the Cortege Assembly Area). The 

columbarium walls would be up to 10 feet tall; the pavilion-like committal shelters would be about 25 feet by 36 

feet in size and up to 25 feet tall, and would provide seating for approximately 10 to 20 people and standing room 

for others. Figure 3.5-10 includes a conceptual depiction of the cemetery structures and configuration from the 

street level and from an aerial viewpoint. The Cortege Assembly Area would be located adjacent to the west side 

of the VHA OPC, could accommodate up to 30 vehicles, and would include a memorial walkway, a flagpole, and 

a carillon (bell tower) that plays bells or tones. Note that Figure 3.5-10 does not reflect the proposed landscaping 

details. See Figure 3.5-11 for the proposed landscaping for the VA Development Area. 

The VA Development Area would include fencing along its perimeter, signage, landscaping, an irrigation system, 

benches, trash receptacles, and flower containers for floral offerings. Landscape planting in the VA Development 

Area would prioritize native shrub and herbaceous species over nonnative species and would consist primarily of 

drought-tolerant plant species and open hardscape areas. Development within the VA Development Area has 

incorporated various measures to minimize and avoid potential impacts to the existing CLT colony. These 

measures include standards for the height of landscaping, landforms, and permanent barriers (see Section 3.1 

[Biological Resources] for more information) for the proposed VA Development Area. Among these measures are 

the following: 

 Within 2,132 feet of the CLT colony, landscaping shall not exceed 4 feet in height. In areas more than 2,132 

feet from and within the line of sight of the colony, landscaping shall not be greater than 6 feet. In areas more 

than 2,132 feet from the CLT colony, tree species shall not be greater than 20 feet and be light limbed with a 

density not to exceed 5 trees per 10,000 square feet of VA developed/improved area (USFWS, 2012). 

 Within 2,132 feet of the CLT colony, landforms (landscape berms) shall not exceed 6 feet in height. Beyond 

2,132 feet from the colony, the landforms may be a maximum of 12 feet in height. On portions of berms 

within line of sight of the CLT colony, vegetation shall not exceed 6 inches in height. On portions of berms 

out of the line of sight of the colony, vegetation shall not exceed 30 inches in height (USFWS, 2012). 

 The barrier along the southern perimeter of the VA Development Area shall be a minimum of 8 feet and a 

maximum of 10 feet in height. The barrier south of the cemetery entrance road shall be a minimum of 6 feet 
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and a maximum of 10 feet in height. These barriers may be phased with the VA development and may be 

architecturally treated (USFWS, 2012). 

Implementing these landscaping, landform, and perimeter barrier measures would not add any substantial vertical 

elements, but they would serve to reduce the amount of new development visible from surrounding areas. In 

addition, the landscaping, landform, and perimeter barriers would blend the development into the surrounding 

open field characterized by the former NAS Alameda airfield which is interspersed with grassy areas. 

The VHA OPC, Conservation Management Office, and committal shelter structures proposed under Alternative 1 

would be located in the central and/or inner portions of the VA Development Area that are less visible from outside 

the boundary than locations along the perimeter. A conceptual aerial view of the clinic and columbarium structures 

in the center and the surrounding open space is depicted in Figure 3.5-10. For the most part, the buildings proposed 

for central and inner portions of the VA Development Area would not be visually dominant relative to the flat 

foreground portions of the site, given the distance to the proposed VA facilities from publically accessible viewing 

locations at the end of Main Street and Middle Harbor Shoreline Park. In addition, views of these new buildings 

from outside the VA Development Area would be set back sufficiently from the boundaries to render them visually 

subordinate to other visible features. Therefore, buildings proposed for the central and inner portions of the VA 

Development Area would have a small effect on views and would minimally affect the visual character of the VA 

Transfer Parcel. 

The new roadway and eastern half of the cemetery proposed for the eastern VA Development Area under 

Alternative 1 would be visible in some views from the end of Main Street. From areas where views are less 

obstructed, people could observe the proposed VA facilities located at the eastern edge of the VA Development 

Area. The VA facilities may be noticeable from some publically accessible locations but would be consistent with 

the existing buildings in the area.  

The rendering shown in Figure 3.5-5 provides an aerial perspective conceptually illustrating the proposed facility 

massing at buildout of the development of Alternative 1 combined with the existing layout of the VA 

Development Area. The view is toward San Francisco Bay to the northwest. As shown, the VA facilities would 

not substantially alter Bay views. Rather, the location of the VHA OPC building would take advantage of the 

panoramic views of the Bay to the west. In addition, the visual character of the VA Development Area would be 

improved compared to the former NAS Alameda airfield, which contains abandoned runways and taxiways that 

are no longer in use. In addition, the cemetery portion of the development is lower in height and allows for views 

through the site in any direction. Finally, accessible views toward the VA Development site from several 

locations is distant and due to shifting weather conditions prevalent in the Bay Area, including heavy fog and air 

quality, it is hard to distinguish new development within the proposed project setting. Therefore, the operational 

impacts related to visual character under Alternative 1 would not be significant. 

Light and Glare 

Most proposed operations under Alternative 1 would take place during daytime hours. Nighttime lighting would 

consist primarily of shielded and downward-directed low-level security lights used around the VHA OPC and 

CMO buildings and parking facilities. Because the proposed VA facilities would generally be set back from the 

eastern and southern boundaries of the VA Transfer Parcel, low-level night lighting would not be substantially  
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Source: Image provided by SmithGroup in 2008 

 

Figure 3.5-5: Aerial Perspective (Looking Northwest) toward the Proposed VA 

Alameda Facilities at Buildout of Alternative 1 in 2117  
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noticeable to distant residents to the east or to the CLT colony to the south. The operational impact of Alternative 

1 related to nighttime lighting would not be significant. 

No substantial increase in glare would result from operation of the VHA OPC, NCA Cemetery, and Conservation 

Management Office under Alternative 1. The windows of the VHA OPC and Conservation Management Office 

buildings in the VA Development Area may reflect the sun’s rays at times, but these occurrences would be 

intermittent. Therefore, the operational impact of Alternative 1 related to daytime glare would not be significant. 

Alternative 2 (Preferred Alternative) 

Construction 

The construction of VA facilities under Alternative 2 would be similar to that under Alternative 1, except that a 

portion of the development area would be moved farther north. Therefore, impacts of construction under 

Alternative 2 on visual character and on light and glare would be the same as those described for Alternative 1. 

Construction-related impacts of Alternative 2 would not be significant. 

Operation 

The operation of VA facilities under Alternative 2 would be similar to that under Alternative 1, except that a 

portion of the development area would be moved farther north. Impacts of facility operation under Alternative 2 

on visual character and on light and glare would be the same as those described for Alternative 1. Operation-

related impacts of Alternative 2 would not be significant.  

The renderings shown in Figures 3.5-6 and 3.5-7 provide aerial perspectives conceptually illustrating the 

proposed facility massing at buildout development of Alternative 2 combined with the existing layout of the VA 

Development Area. The views are toward San Francisco, the San Francisco Bay Bridge, and San Francisco Bay to 

the west and northwest. As shown, the proposed VA facilities would not substantially alter views of the Bay. 

Rather, the shape and location of the VHA OPC building would take advantage of the panoramic views of San 

Francisco, the San Francisco Bay Bridge, and the Bay to the west. In addition, the cemetery portion of the 

development is lower in height and allows for views through the site in any direction. 

Figures 3.5-8A through 3.5-8I provide visual simulations of Alternative 2 from publically accessible locations 

currently near the site: Middle Harbor Shoreline Park, former NAS Alameda hangars immediately east of the VA 

Transfer Parcel, and the San Francisco–Alameda Ferry. As depicted in the simulated views from Middle Harbor 

Shoreline Park and from between former NAS Alameda hangars, the new development on the site is not 

noticeable at this distance and blends in with the industrial backdrop of the setting.  

As depicted in the simulated views from the top platform of the San Francisco–Alameda Ferry, the new 

development on the site would be noticeable at these distances but would not be prominent within the views, 

because the proposed VA facilities would be set back from the shoreline by approximately 700 feet. In addition, 

the new development would be considered more attractive than the existing industrial setting of the abandoned 

airfield. 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2012 

 

Figure 3.5-6:  Aerial Perspective (Looking West) toward the Proposed VA 

Alameda Facilities at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2012 

 

Figure 3.5-7: Aerial Perspective (Looking Northwest) toward the Proposed VA 

Alameda Facilities at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2012 

A: Proposed view to the Southeast toward VA Development Area from Middle Harbor Shoreline Park in Oakland 

 

 
Source: Image provided by HDR in 2012 

B: Proposed View to the Northwest toward VA Development Area from between Former NAS Alameda Hangars 

 

Figure 3.5-8: Visual Simulations Looking Toward the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 

(from Publically Accessible Views) at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

C: Proposed View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top tower platform at Middle Harbor Shoreline 

Park 

 

 
Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

D: Proposed View to the East toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

Figure 3.5-8 (cont): Visual Simulations Looking Toward the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 

(from Publically Accessible Views) at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

E: Proposed View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

 
Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

F: Proposed View to the Southeast toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

Figure 3.5-8 (cont): Visual Simulations Looking Toward the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 

(from Publically Accessible Views) at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

G: Proposed View to the South toward the VA Development Area from top tower platform at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park 

 

 

Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

H: Proposed View to the Southwest toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

Figure 3.5-8 (cont): Visual Simulations Looking Toward the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 

(from Publically Accessible Views) at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 
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Source: Image provided by HDR in 2013 

I: Proposed View to the West toward the VA Development Area from top platform of San Francisco–Alameda Ferry 

 

Figure 3.5-8 (cont): Visual Simulations Looking Toward the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 

(from Publically Accessible Views) at Buildout of Alternative 2 in 2117 

The visual character of the VA Development Area would not be impaired but rather improved compared to the 

former NAS Alameda airfield. Finally, the changing weather patterns in the Bay Area include conditions affected 

by fog and air quality which would further make views toward the VA Development site difficult to distinguish 

new structures on the landscape. Additional perspectives of the proposed Alternative 2 structures and 

configuration are depicted in Figure 3.5-9. Note that Figure 3.5-9 does not reflect the proposed landscaping 

details. See Figure 3.5-11 for the proposed landscaping for the VA Development Area. 

No Action Alternative 

Construction 

Because the VA facilities would not be constructed under the No Action Alternative, no construction-related 

changes in visual character, light, or glare would result. No significant construction-related impact would occur. 

Operation 

Under the No Action Alternative, there would be no operational changes in views, visual character, light, or glare. 

No significant operational impact would occur. 
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Source: Data Image provided by HDR in 2012 

 

Figure 3.5-9: Conceptual Perspectives of the Front and Back of the Proposed VA Alameda Facilities 
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Source: Data Image provided by HDR in 2012 

 

Figure 3.5-10: Conceptual Perspectives Depicting the Columbarium Structures at Street and Aerial Viewpoints 
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Source: Data Image provided by HDR in 2013 

 

Figure 3.5-11:  Conceptual Perspectives Depicting the Proposed Landscaping for the VA Development Area 
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